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1 WHAT WE DO
CSIL, Centre for Industrial Studies, is an independent research and consulting company founded in
Milan (Italy), in 1980 and specializing in applied economic research in support of economic
development and welfare. We advise companies, policy makers and public authorities to shape their
development strategies and adopt innovative solutions in an international context. CSIL partners are
economists, statisticians, engineers, political scientists, management consultants, experts in
technology and business organisation. In over 30 years of activity CSIL has become an established
research centre for the market information, the analysis of regional competitiveness, the diagnosis
and design of sector strategies both for the public and private sectors. CSIL experts carry out
evaluations, econometric studies, forecast scenarios and analyses of the business climate in specific
sectors at a global, national and regional level. Thanks to its relevant work experience in different
sectors and countries, CSIL has gained a strong reputation of trustworthiness and intellectual
leadership. CSIL research and consulting activities are driven by the search of hard facts that tell
stories that are relevant to our clients. Our experts pursue their work with intellectual integrity and a
genuine passion for understanding growth and innovation processes.
For private clients, CSIL provides valuable information on specific markets and sectors to
support new investment, export and trade opportunities. At the global level, we are able to
provide analysis of markets, consumer behaviour, supply and demand structures, import‐
export flows, market shares of leading companies, and distribution networks.
For public sector clients, CSIL assesses the effects of public sector programmes with the aim
of optimizing public spending, increasing accountability and transparency and supporting
policy‐decision making. CSIL investigates competitiveness drivers and comparative
advantages in local clusters and SMEs sectors to foster growth processes based on
knowledge, innovation and internationalization.
CSIL approach to economic analysis and evaluation is characterised by the synergetic use of
quantitative (econometric models, counterfactual analysis, scenario and simulation assessment, cost‐
benefit and cost‐effectiveness analysis, etc.) and qualitative methodology (structured interviews, e‐
surveys, in‐depth semi structured interviews, case studies, focus groups). Overall, CSIL experts boast
a distinctive blend of theoretical and empirical perspectives which enables them to formulate
practice‐oriented recommendations that are firmly based on the state of the art knowledge and an
in‐depth experience on the ground.
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Our services and tools
Fig. 1 CSIL Services offered and tools used

CSIL roots: the Italian development model of SMEs
Economic and competitiveness analysis of industrial districts and clusters has always been the core of
CSIL consultancy activities. CSIL expertise stems from several economic studies and research carried
out during the Eighties concerning those SMEs manufacturing sectors where Italian model has a
proven track record and was capable to attract much attention at an international level, being now
the heart of the new public policies for development in Europe.
Starting from the important and thriving Italian SMEs industrial reality of Brianza, north of Milan,
during the Eighties CSIL witnessed the sprawling and development of SMEs in Veneto region (North‐
East Italy) where the Italian model of SMEs found the most fertile terrain. CSIL experts carried out
consultancy activities in other Italian regions as well as in several countries around the globe. The
furniture sector has been used as a privileged observatory through which the intrinsic characteristics
and competitiveness factors of the light manufacturing industry are studied, involving the production
process, product innovation through design and technology, and the market approach, through
retailing strategies and internationalization.
International experience proves that a long‐term development process entails a healthy and thriving
endogenous entrepreneurial network based on SMEs: the Italian development model, leading a
backward country to G7 membership in the span of few decades soon after Italy joined the European
Common Market, was strongly influenced by SMEs.
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2 WHO WE ARE
CSIL key asset is the combination of a qualified team with sectoral know‐how and experience as well
as a thorough understanding of the policy cycle and its delivery processes.
The research activities at CSIL are structured around two distinct but interrelated business areas:


Industry Studies and Market Research;



Development and Evaluation Studies.

CSIL’s specialisation in two business areas is reflected in the existence of two working groups, one
involving experts with specialisation and professional experience in industry studies and market
research, and one with expertise in development and evaluation studies. Nevertheless, the two
groups constantly collaborate and interact each other, with the creation of specific ad‐hoc working
groups, when projects require the involvement of knowledge and skills from both the research
groups.
Consistency and complementarity within the research objectives and methodological tools are
ensured by:


A common statistical office providing its services to both the business areas, thus putting at
disposal the same set of data and offering the same devices, software and methods for data
collection (e.g. e‐survey) and elaboration;



A scientific committee providing the quality control over the methodological approach,
ensuring that all the final outputs are of good quality and consistent, and advising on the
distribution of tasks and responsibilities.

Fig. 2 CSIL’s simplified structure

Scientific
committee

Industry
studies and
market research

Development
and Evaluation
studies

Statistical office
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CSIL experts
The full list of partners includes 28 professionals. CSIL human capital includes also around 30
consultants and junior researchers. Below a short profile of the members of CSIL Board of Advisors
and a selection of CSIL senior partners.
Board of Advisors
Aurelio Volpe is President of the Scientific Committee and International Market Research Director at
CSIL. He holds a degree in Economics and MSc in Business Administration from Bocconi University. In
1980 he co‐founded CSIL. In over 30 years of working experience, he gained a longstanding
knowledge of industrial policies and acquired a wide expertise in the field of competitiveness
assessment, market performance analysis, design of competitiveness strategies, scenario analysis
and industry benchmarking. He has developed strategic marketing and investment strategies for
specific SMEs sectors at national and international level. He has provided operational advices to
SMEs actors on market and investment opportunities in selected countries at national level. During
the last ten years he has carried out customized and multiclient market research in Western and
Central‐Eastern Europe, Russia, China, India, Brazil, United States, Egypt, South Africa. Thanks to this
experience he has acquired a wide knowledge of industry peformance in these countries.
Massimo Florio is currently Honorary Chairman of the Scientific Committee and co‐founder of CSIL.
He is Professor of EU industrial policy (Jean Monnet Chair) at the University of Milan. In 2010 he has
been appointed the Chairman of the Nucleo di Valutazione of the University of Milan. He is one of
the leading European experts in the evaluation of EU policies, programmes and projects and has
been appointed several times by the DG Regional Policy as Senior Expert in High level expert panels
to discuss planning and evaluation of Cohesion Policy. During his professional career of more than 30
years, he has been involved in evaluations and related activities for the European Commission
(especially DG Regional Policy), the European Parliament, the European Investment Bank, the OECD,
the World Bank and other institutions. He is also Members of a number of editorial boards. His
research interests include regional development economics, small business economics, industrial and
innovation policy, public investment appraisal, welfare economics, and privatization and regulation.
Ugo Finzi is Member of the Scientific Committee of CSIL and has over thirty years of experience in
international development evaluation and management. He holds degrees from Milan Politecnico as
industrial engineering and from Bocconi University in Business Administration. Since 1966 associated
with the World Bank, where he hold staff and management positions, related to policy, sector and
project work. He is a senior evaluator with longstanding experience in evaluation methodology and
applied evaluation to development projects. He has been appointed by the European Commission
and development agencies to provide policy advice and sector expertise on energy, industry,
municipal services, environment, assistance to development of small and medium‐sized enterprises.
He has been selected as a trainer for the EC officials of the Evaluation Unit of the DG Regio for
evaluation and project appraisal. He coordinates the CSIL World Furniture Outlook report.
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Senior experts
Giovanna Castellina is a partner of CSIL since 2003 and senior consultant. She started her career at
CSIL as a researcher in market studies, where she was particularly interested in competitiveness
indicators. She is now in charge of CSILinternational marketing strategies and customer relations,
providing targeted support and assistance to a large network of both private and public customers at
CSIL. She regularly attends major international fires and exibithions in the fields of interest (furniture,
furnishings, lighting, interior design, supply industry). She holds a degree in Modern Literature,
specialising in industrial history.
Sara Colautti holds a degree in Political Sciences (Milan) with a major in statistics. She is a partner of
CSIL, Director of the Industry Studies and Market Research, in charge of quantitative/statistical
analysis of business data and sector competitiveness analysis for international markets. She has a
thorough knowledge of the cluster development model in Italy and worldwide and a longstanding
experience in the analysis of development policies and of the dynamics of market competition and
the developing of strategic outlook for the industry. Her research activities include sector analysis for
SMEs industries, biannual business surveys for the whole chain of the furniture industry, the
management of CSIL econometric model specializing in forecast for the furniture and furnishings
sector, design and management of import export data. She carried out studies on the
internationalisation of SMEs, such as “The Italian manufactures and the opportunities for them on
the global market”.
Paola Govoni is a journalist and since 1985 a partner of CSIL. Since 1999 Editor‐in‐Chief of World
Furniture, quarterly magazine of economic information and analysis focusing on international
furniture and furnishings market. Main fields of activity: furniture design and interior decoration
trends, analysis of international competitive model. Lectures and seminars in Italy and abroad:
Sharjah, Moscow, Warsaw, Milan Triennale, Ancona ISTAO. Participation in SMEs projects for
international cooperation in Europe and South America focusing on implementation of training and
development projects for the local woodworking and furniture industry. Editorial collaborations with
magazines of furniture design and interiors, woordworking and furniture industry, furniture supply,
home decoration, tourism and lifestyles. She holds a degree in Foreign Languages and Literatures in
the University of Florence.
Sara Paoletti is a partner of CSIL since 2001 and Senior Expert of the Industry & Country Studies.She
has a degree in Economics and Commerce from Ancona University and a Master in Business
Management from ISTAO. She specialises in economics, marketing and the competitiveness analysis
of SMEs. She has conducted studies and competitiveness analyses of districts and areas with
productive specialisations. She has specific experience in the field of marketing analysis and in the
preparation of business‐plans and case studies, coordinating working groups, also at an international
level. She has gained most expertise in the furniture industries and distribution areas. She is involved
in teaching and coordinating the Placement of post‐graduate students at ISTA, where she also carries
out research and is responsible for relations with firms. She is an expert for SOSE for sectorial studies
and AUDIT activities. She is a contributor to sector publications and regularly participates in
conferences and lectures as a sector expert.
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Stefania Pelizzari is a partner of CSIL since March 2008. She holds a degree in Statistical and
Economic Sciences and a further Diploma in Marketing Communications from Università Cattolica in
Milan. At CSIL she manages statistical databases and deals with quantitative research and analysis of
macroeconomic indicators for industrial sectors. She is in charge of validating and processing the
large volume of data entering CSIL database. She also designes and manages a large database of
sectoral data for more than 70 countries and deals with the research and the provision of
macroeconomic data from the main International Institutions.
Julie Pellegrin is Director of Regional Development Studies at CSIL. With a PhD from the European
University Institute in International Political Economy and a MA in Applied Economics from the
Institut d’Etudes Politiques (Sciences Po Paris), she has a longstanding specialisation in public policy
analysis in the fields of regional development, innovation and public investment management. She
has an established track record in managing evaluation and research projects for the EU Commission
(DG Enterprise, DG Regional Policy, DG Employment, etc), other European and international
organisations (European Parliament, OECD, African Development Bank, World Bank), as well as
national and regional authorities in France, Belgium and Italy. She can avail herself of a consolidated
experience in teaching and researching in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany and the Czech Republic.
Alessandra Tracogna holds a laurea degree at DES, Bocconi University (Milan), specialising in
statistical analysis. She is specialized in SMEs and sector competitiveness analysis for international
markets. Since 2006, she is Director of the Country Analysis and Forecasts, where she manages and
coordinates the working team developing researches concerning the furniture industry in Europe,
North and South America, Asia and Pacific and Middle East. Moreover, she performs ad hoc
consultancy for furniture related project (mainly market analysis) to public and private institutions on
the themes of cluster development and firm internationalisation. She is speaker at international
seminars and workshops on world furniture perspectives based on CSIL forecast model. Her research
experience includes the design and management of a large database of sectoral data for more than
70 countries as well as coordination of field research, through biannual business surveys, case studies
analysis and company profiling.
Silvia Vignetti is Director of Evaluation Studies at CSIL. She holds a degree in Economics from Bocconi
University and after a traineeship at the UNESCO she started her research activity at CSIL. During her
career of more than 10 years, she has been specializing in the evaluation of EU projects and
programmes with specific emphasis on regional and local development, competitiveness analysis and
evaluation methodology. Her experience in these fields includes task management and team
leadership. She has a teaching appointment fellowship at the University of Milan in Cost‐benefit
analysis.
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3 RELEVANT WORK EXPERIENCE
3.1 Our Customers
Approximately 2,000 clients in 70 countries during the last ten years, including international
institutions (such as the European Commission, the European Parliament, the World Bank, the OECD
and the African Development Bank), as well as 20 among "Fortune Global 500" companies, some of
the leading consulting groups, and national and international trade associations. A non‐exhaustive
list of CSIL clients in previous works is presented below:
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3.2 Industry Studies and Market Research
Core expertise
In the area of industrial and market studies, CSIL provides business intelligence to decision‐makers
and supports companies and institutions in diagnosing and designing sector strategies. CSIL experts
perform in‐depth analysis of industrial sectors and international markets using applied
microeconomics and macroeconomics techniques and econometric studies. CSIL provides valuable
information for firms looking for potential business opportunities, carriyng out marketing and
investment strategies for specific sectors at country and international level, pricing‐test, analysis of
positioning, analysis of the opportunities and threats posed by entering a new market, marketing
check‐ups, analyses of the competitors' performance and sector parameters and many other tailor‐
made services. As far as the market and industrial studies are concerned, today CSIL is the leading
research institute worldwide for market analysis, particularly in the furniture and furnishing sector.
Since its establishment, CSIL has been monitoring the furniture and furnishings sector, providing
statistical data and forecasts for the main markets in the world.

Our services and products
CSIL provides a wide range of services and products, wich are summarized below:
Country Studies
The purpose of CSIL's Country Analysis is to
provide business intelligence to decision‐
makers in some industries. Country Reports
give an up‐to‐date global view of the
commercial and production opportunities
in a single country, or group of countries,
destined to become increasingly important
in the future. For the furniture industry 70
countries have been analyzed for 10 years.
Other related sectors are also studied
through country focused research,
including household appliances, lighting
fixtures and others.

Market Research
These studies provide valuable information for
firms looking for market insights and potential
business opportunities in different markets. And
help to create business plans, launch new
products or services, fine tune existing products
and services, and expand into new markets.
Reports include market size information, market
access strategies, market share, export and
import information, market analysis, competition
analysis, best sales prospects, statistical data,
distribution and business practices, trade
satisfaction analysis, end‐user analysis, trade
shows and useful contacts.

Industry Studies
CSIL Industry Studies are an in‐depth analysis
of industrial sectors and economics and
organization of firms operating within them.
CSIL economists produce analyses on the
strengths and weaknesses of company
systems and economic policy for business
associations, chambers of commerce, trade
institutions, union organizations, the civil
service, consortia and fair organizers.

Forecasting
CSIL experts carry out econometric studies,
forecast scenarios and analyses of the business
climate in specific sectors at a national and
international level. Analysis is carried out for
the whole sector, followed by breakdown by
specific segments. Indicators reflect the need
to outline main trends in exports, demand,
production and prices and are originally
elaborated to shed light and provide further
insight on certain aspects of demand and
production.

Customer Satisfaction
CSIL researchers propose different models and
methods for designing, implementing and
analyzing customer/trade satisfaction surveys.
There is several models can be used for the
analysis of customer satisfaction data and these
models generate a variety of management
insights and increase the information quality
derived from a customer satisfaction analysis.

Training
Every year CSIL organize two seminar in Italy for
the operators of the furniture sector: the World
Furniture Outlook Workshop (in April) and the
Forecast seminar on furnishings markets (in
November).
Moreover CSIL experts participate in
international Workshops and Seminars
worldwide.
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Our approach
CSIL looks at development with an integrated vision of the micro (local scale, niche business
environment, Small Medium Enterprises‐SME) as well as the macro dimension (country studies,
global scenarios, forecasts based on econometric models, analysis of public policies). Integrating
technological, organisational and economic intelligence, economic studies and research are
performed especially on behalf of SMEs and industrial clusters but also on behalf of international
institutions. CSIL experts constantly monitor international markets for some SME‐based industries
and deliver periodic multi‐client reports analysing market opportunities, trends in selected countries
or macro‐geographic areas. They also outline the macroeconomic scenario and its repercussions over
some SME based sectors.

Our projects and activities
Examples of recent research projects and outputs include:
Country Furniture Outlook reports
The Country Furniture Outlook Series (issued by CSIL since the 1990’s) covers at present 70 countries
on which CSIL concentrates its efforts of data gathering, research and analysis. Reports are based on
CSIL processing of statistics and company data from official sources, both national and international.
The reports provide an independent assessment of the sector performance and prospects in terms of
market potential and supply structure development, as well as the country’s attractiveness and
economic competitiveness.
World Furniture Outlook Report
This report provides an overview of the world furniture industry with basic sector data and two years
scenario for 70 furniture markets worldwide. The analysis is based on furniture industry dynamics
and macro‐economic indicators.
Forecast report on the furniture sector in Italy
This report analyses the performance of the Italian furniture sector, providing trends and forecasts
on furniture production, furniture consumption, furniture imports and exports, prices,
competitiveness and foreign demand. The two‐year forecasts are based on CSIL's exclusive
econometric model and database.
Country Reports on the lighting fixtures market worldwide
Since 1990 CSIL studies the lighting fixtures market in Europe, and sice 1997 the monitoring covers
around 40 worldwide countries. Most of the reports are published every one or two years. Among
the latest outputs: China, Middle East and North Africa, Russia, India, United States, LED lighting,
Outdoor lighting.
The European market for lighting fixtures: mid year report and forecasts
The report is based on a survey made of approximately 120 interviews, including manufacturers and
retailers and aggregated trade data. An econometric model for providing forecasts of consumption of
residential lighting fixtures was developed.
Market perspectives for the tunnel lighting market in Brazil, China, India
A survey conducted for the world’s market leaders of the sector.
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Partner research on the Saudi market for lighting fixtures
A mixed approach of market research and partner research has been used for the lighting as well as
for the furnishings and for the major appliance sectors.
Analysis of the upholstered furniture market in India
This research aimed at providing an overview of the upholstered furniture market in India. The report
included a synthetic description of Indian socio‐economic context; basic data on the Indian
upholstery market, a description of the competitive system, the identification of the cities with the
highest potential and some profiles of the leading Indian furniture retailers.
Analysis of case goods furniture market in selected European countries
This research aimed at providing an overview of the “case goods furniture” market in Europe. The
report was the result of a mixed methodology: the processing of home furniture sector statistics of
CSIL databases, the analysis of the documentation available online related to the case goods market
in each country considered for the market analysis (specialized press, corporate websites of the main
competitors, etc.) and the in‐depth field analysis including inspections in furniture specialist stores
and face to face interviews with distributors and architects.
Analysis of the Italian market for hardwood plywood and veneer
The research was aimed at supporting the client’s market diversification strategy, which included
Italy as a target market. Aim of the proposed study was to gather all the necessary information in
order to provide a reliable, objective and in depth analysis of the market in order to understand what
is needed to successfully participate with sales of the company’s products in the Italian market.
Assessment of export readiness and design of an entry strategy for selected and potential export
destinations for Bangladesh SMEs in the furniture sector
The main aim was to design a strategy to support the promotion of the local manufacturing SMEs in
the international market, through the identification of potential markets for the Bangladesh furniture
exports and the formulation of a national development plan.
Strategy development for the promotion, innovation and development of Colombian products
made of bamboo‐ Guadua Angustifolia Kunth in Europe
The purpose of this study was to identify new market opportunities worldwide for Colombian SMEs
through the marketing of some local products: furniture, handicrafts and building components.
Support in developing a strategy for Canadian hardwood sales in European markets
The research aimed at providing an assessment of the market conditions in Germany, United
Kingdom, Italy and France, analysing the perception of Canadian hardwood among present and
potential users and eventually finding out which strategies can be implemented by Canadian
stakeholders to regain market shares in the above mentioned countries.
Innovation in the Italian market for bulding windows: market share for energy saving products
A survey carried out for a group of local players of the building window sector.
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Customers and trade satisfaction analysis
CSIL works in collaboration with the University of Milan (Department of Economics, Business and
Statistics) on this subject using new approach on data of customer/trade satisfaction survey for the
furniture sector. The topic has gained importance in recent years in the academic discussion and
publications with researchers proposing new models and methods for designing, implementing and
analyzing customer/trade satisfaction surveys. Several models can be used for the analysis of
customer satisfaction data and these models generate a variety of management insights. Combining
models opens up possibilities for further research and applications and the aggregation of several
approaches to survey data analysis may prove to be effective in increasing the information quality
derived from a customer satisfaction analysis. Trade satisfaction Reports have been published by Csil
since the Nineties on the following topics: built‐in appliances, consumer lighting fixtures, upholstery,
kitchen furniture.
Trade satisfaction analysis for the kitchen furniture distribution in Italy
The report analyses service in the outlet and trade satisfaction for the top 25 kitchen furniture
companies operating in the Italian market and the qualitative features of the "best" furniture stores.
This study aims to offer a series of benchmarks for the companies in the sector regarding service, an
independent "certification" of the results achieved, a training tool for the sales force. Collected data
focused on structural data characterizing the outlet, characteristics of the product sold (average
price, materials, type of appliances), relationship with suppliers (brands covered, the 2 main brands
for turnover, opinions about these brands), type of customers and promotions.
Product tests for selected SMEs Japanese companies in the luxury, textiles and accessories fields
Aim of this studies was to identify market opportunities for new collections of goods and accessories
for home and the person.
Investigation of international consumer and trade perceptions and knowledge of South Africa
furniture industry
Aim of the project was to supply the South African cluster development agency with all the necessary
information to support cluster development policy targeting the European market.
The study was conducted through an analysis of consumers’ perception of South African furniture, a
competitiveness analysis of the South African cluster in comparison with Polish, Brazilian, Chinese
and Malaysian clusters and a market study on selected export markets in Europe.
Product trends and competitions in the Brasilian market for office furniture
An in‐depth analysis of competitive positioning for the market leaders on the local market. Since
1986 Csil is the reference provider of market research for the office furniture industry worldwide.
Implementation of an observatory of craftsmen activity in Lombardy, Italy
Aim of the project was to implement an observatory through specific performance indicators relating
to economic activity, productivity and level of employment in order to define an explanatory model
able to capture critical and positive factors under the performance of specific segments of handicraft
activity. Data gathering included statistical sources, interaction with public bodies and field
interviews. Results were tested through an econometric model.
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New tools for technological innovation in craftsmanship
The project was aimed at detecting new undertakings to be transmitted to SME innovation. A
mapping of the research centres working in the field of technology offering and the transfer of
innovation to SMEs and those institutions and companies that provide access to regional and
European funding was performed. A survey of the customers satisfaction through a questionnaire
was also carried out.
Consumption of thermoplastics in the European furniture industry
During the last ten years, around fifteen surveys on specific materials and technologies used in the
furniture industry have been made, including analysis of specific metal hardware, polymers and
coverings, glass qualities.

3.3 Publishing activity and Events
World Furniture Review:
World Furniture is a quarterly review of economic information and market analysis published by CSIL.
The magazine entered its 15th year and it is available both in print and digital version. Four issues
yearly in English in March, June, September, December. World Furniture offers: markets analyses,
case studies, country profiles, business strategies, R&D stories, interviews, coverage to international
events, workshops, fairs and exhibitions. It’s a trusted publication for professionals and global players
and a valuable promotional tool as well. A 'Special Report' and a 'Focus' are included in each issue,
offering in‐depth analyses of manufacturing segments with their markets of reference, trends and
perspectives on the global competitive scenario.

CSIL Seminars:
Since 1983 the “Forecast Seminar for the Funishing Markets in Italy and Worldwide” has been
CSIL’s traditional and‐of‐the‐yaer meeting for leading sector players and operators, representatives
of institutions and trade associations, press, economists and researchers and also a not‐to‐be‐missed
opportunity to analyse trends and projects for the furniture sector in Italy and in the global market,
with selected testimonials discussing on the breaking focus themes.
CSIL organizes yearly in April the “World Furniture Outlook Seminar”, during the Milan “Salone
Internazionale del Mobile” (International Furniture Exhibition). Aim of the meeting is to present
forecasts concerning the furniture sector worldwide and lead a discussion about the global furniture
trade scenarios together with representatives of the furniture industry worldwide, in order to
establish a global network aiming at the circulation of data and business information on the world
furniture market.
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3.4 Development and Evaluation Studies
Core expertise
In the area of development and evaluation studies, CSIL supports the public sector in better
designing implementing and evaluating its policies, programmes and investments. CSIL experts
perform evaluation policy studies, comparative country analyses and reviews of policy frameworks to
help understand the coherence and soundness of public interventions. They carry out detailed
analyses of regional competitiveness potentials, and formulate recommendations to promote the
growth potential of a specific region sector or project. They also provide training in evaluation
methodology.

Our services and products
We provide a wide range of services and products to meet the needs of our clients when assessing
public investment projects, programmes and policies.

Our approach
Our approach is based on sound analysis and addressed to advising policy makers. It is characterised
by the synergic use of quantitative and qualitative methodology and is implemented through a
participatory approach. The professional goal of Csil is not restricted to the mere description of
projects and programmes but rather to explain the reasons behind the success or the failure of a
project or a programme. This enables Csil to issue future recommendations, as all evaluations are
always action‐oriented. The results are provided in well‐documented reports, often followed up by
workshops and handbooks in order to make the evaluation exercise useful for the stakeholders.
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Our Projects and activities
Examples of recent research projects and outputs include:
Cost/Benefit Analysis in the Research, Development and Innovation Sector
This research project will develop a Cost‐Benefit Analysis model for decision making able to assess
the potential future net social benefits generated by a research infrastructure and the uncertainty
and risks associated to them. The scope of the research project is large infrastructure dealing with
fundamental research. Two pilot cases on particle accelerators will be carried out to test the
proposed model. Partners: University of Milan, Department of Economics, Management and
Quantitative Methods and Department of Physics. Client: European Investment Bank
Support for ex‐post evaluation of the Community Statistical Programme 2008‐2012
The overall purpose of the present ex‐post evaluation exercise is to access the effectiveness of the
implementation of the Community Statistical Programme 2008‐2012. In particular, the evaluation
will cover the three following topics: 1) The main purpose is to check how well the objectives of the
CSP 2008‐2012 were met, and at what cost. 2) The outcome of the reprioritization (including costs
and burdens), and the assessment of emerging statistical needs for new Community policies; 3) The
implementation of Eurostat’s Vision (Commission Communication (2009) 404) which reshapes the
activities of the programme. Partner: DevStat, Servicio de consultoría estadística S.L. (Valencia).
Client: European Commission, Eurostat, Directorate B: Corporate statistical and IT services.
Internet, Digital Agenda and economic development of European regions
The objective of the study is to provide the Committee on Regional Development of the European
Parliament knowledge concerning how investment in the internet and the implementation of the
Digital Agenda can influence economic development of the EU’s regions. It provides the evidence
base to describe the link between investments in ICT and economic development at regional level,
with particular emphasis on investments supported by the EU (Structural Funds and other funding
mechanisms). Partners: PPMI, Public Policy and Management Institute, Vilnius; Client: European
Parliament, DG for Internal Policies of the Union, Directorate B – Structural and Cohesion Policy,
Policy Department B: Structural and Cohesion Policies
Study on Support Services for SMEs in International Business
The overall objective of this study is an in‐depth mapping exercise and analysis of the sector of
support services within the EU and in third countries which offer assistance to European SME going
international. The mapping serves dual purposes: i) The raw material collected in doing the mapping
form the backbone and key information for a new portal to be developed for European SMEs seeking
such support services for internationalization; ii) It assists in identifying any gaps and overlaps in
existing services being offered, which service as the basis for assessing the need for any additional
future actions. As country expert of Italy, CSIL’s role is to contribute in data collection and
presentation and in the assessment of existing situation and gaps in services. Partner: ECORYS
(Netherlands). Client: European Commission, Directorate General Enterprise and Industry
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Study on the compilation of SME policy measures and assessment of the SBA implementation
within the SME Performance Review 2010 2011
CSIL carried out the review of the SME policy measures undertaken in 2010, 2011 and first trimester
of 2012 by the Italian public administration, aimed at implementing the provisions included in the
Small Business Act. Information have been collected by conducting interviews, literature and press
review. On the basis of the SME policy measures identified, an assessment of the state and
implementation of policies within the SBA framework was performed. Partner: IDEA Consult
(Belgium) and ECORYS (Netherlands), Client: European Commission, Directorate General Enterprise
and Industry
Fostering Regional Integration in Africa: An Evaluation of the Bank’s Multinational Operations,
2000‐2010
The purpose of this evaluation is to critically assess: i) the relevance of the Bank’s regional integration
policies and strategies for multinational operations; ii) the effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability
of multinational operations; and iii) the Bank’s performance as well as beneficiary countries’ and
institutions’ performance in designing and implementing operations and in sustaining the results.
The evaluation is composed of two different stages: A. Desk review and interviews to evaluate the
Bank policies and strategies in relation to multinational operations and assess completed and on‐
going projects through a portfolio review and a quality at entry assessment. B. Three case studies to
assess on the field the results of Bank’s operations, taking into account stakeholders and
beneficiaries feed‐back’s and to gain a thorough understanding of the factors for success or failure of
multinational operations. Client: African Development Bank, Operations Evaluation Department
Ex post evaluation of investment projects co‐financed by the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF) or the Cohesion Fund (CF) in the period 1994‐1999
The main purpose of this ex post evaluation is to analyze the long term contribution of selected
projects in transport and environment sectors, co‐financed by the ERDF or CF implemented during
the 1994‐1999 programming period in Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain, to economic
development as well as the quality of life and well‐being of society. This is to contribute to the wider
effort engaged in DG Regio. Partners: DKM (IRELAND), BLOMEYER & SANZ (SPAIN), Client: European
Commission, Directorate‐General Regional Policy
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SARA COLAUTTI, Industry Studies & Forecasts
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Mob: +39 366 4948644
E‐mail: colautti@csilmilano.com
ALESSANDRA TRACOGNA, Industry Studies & Forecasts
Tel: +39 02 796630‐14
Mob: +39 366 4999490
E‐mail: tracogna@csilmilano.com
SILVIA VIGNETTI, Development & Evaluation Studies
Tel: +39 02 796630‐47
Mob: +39 334 6938700
E‐mail: vignetti@csilmilano.com
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